
Sound Designer

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

An aspiring creative director that currently wears many hats including but not limited to sound 
designer, shooter, editor, audio engineer, color corrector, photographer, graphic designer, motion 
graphic artist, and web developer.

Skills

Audio Engineer, Record Producer, Arranger, MS Office.

Work Experience

Sound Designer
Penny Post  2001 – 2002 
 Used ProTools to edit and produce a full audio replacement for the animated short.
 Animated Short Used ProTools to replace all previously existing audio.
 Edited sound effects, music, and voice-overs for several major game and software titles.
 Able to take direction and work cooperatively with other disciplines.
 Experienced specifically in creating outstanding sound assets for video games including foley,

magical spells, creatures, and ambiance.
 Experienced with live recording sessions, both in the studio and in the field.
 Branded a product line (12 Bit Soul) that contains a suite of customized production sounds for 

retail sale Partnered with one of the premier on-line.

Sound Designer
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2001 
 Input background music, constructed foley, and recorded and edited dialogue.
 GreenStreet Coffee Co.
 Commercial Advertisement Filmed original footage at the various locations of GreenStreet 

Coffee Roasting company and edited it together to form a commercial advertisement for their 
website.

 Also used an originally scripted Radio Ad to go along with the video montage.
 This was a group project so others aided in the recording process as well as voice acting.
 Narrative Production Short Film) (Advance Narrative Short Film) Sound Designer Boom 

Operator Sound Editor.
 Audio Engineer - Associates of Arts Degree Sound Designer for multiple T.V.

Education

GED
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